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Abstract 

Digital economy is playing an increasingly important role in modern economy. This 
paper divides the digital economy into four aspects: infrastructure construction level, 
industrial application level, industrial development level and development innovation 
level, and comprehensively evaluates the development level of digital economy by 
entropy method. The conclusions are as follows: The development of digital economy 
and the upgrading of industrial structure have obvious spatial dependence, and show 
the characteristics of regional agglomeration. 
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1. Introduction and Literature Review 

Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry first defined the digital economy in its 
report in October, which described e-commerce in a broad sense as digital economy. This 
expression symbolically represented the definition of digital economy by various governments 
in the early century. 

According to the different definitions of digital economy in various countries, it can be roughly 
classified into four categories: China, South Korea and Russia define digital economy as an 
economic activity. China's digital economy is an economic activity with digital knowledge as the 
production factor and information and communication technology as the means to improve 
economic efficiency and optimize economic structure. South Korea will broadly define a series 
of economic activities based on information and communication industry as digital economy. 
Russia's digital economy is an economic activity that uses digital technology in production and 
life for the purpose of safeguarding national interests. America, France and OECD focus on the 
measurement of digital economy. From the measurement point of view of the United States, the 
digital economy should include new digital services and e-commerce. From the perspective of 
industry in France, it is considered that all industries that rely on information and 
communication technology belong to the category of digital economy. The OECD thinks that the 
trade of goods and services through e-commerce is digital economy. From the perspective of 
output, Britain believes that the economic output brought by digital inputs such as digital skills 
and digital equipment is the digital economy. Australia thinks that the digital economy is a 
social process, and global networking is achieved through information and communication 
technologies [1]. 

2. Literature Review 

As for the upgrading of industrial structure, summarizing the research of many scholars at 
home and abroad, it is found that such factors as financial development [2], trade opening[3], 
internet and technological progress[4], informatization[5], new urbanization[6], aging 
population[7], foreign investment[8] and the opening of high-speed rail [9] are all conducive to 
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the upgrading of industrial structure. In the era of rapid development of digital economy, 
vigorously developing digital economy is of great significance for thoroughly implementing the 
spirit of the 19th Party Congress and realizing high-quality economic development. The 
explosive growth of the digital economy and the deep integration of the real economy have 
gradually become a powerful kinetic energy and an important driving force to promote the 
high-quality development of China's economy[10][11]. 

By combing the literature, the research on the impact of digital economy on industrial structure 
upgrading can be divided into two categories: theoretical research and empirical research. In 
theoretical research, scholars believe that digital economy will promote the transformation and 
upgrading of China's industrial structure, and accelerate the pace of China's industrial structure 
to the middle and high end. Yu Zhe thinks that the digital economy has explored the new 
connotation, opened up the new space and gave birth to the new field of industrial development, 
and is an important power source for China's economic growth. Under the new historical 
conditions, the development of digital economy is conducive to promoting the conversion of 
old and new kinetic energy and promoting the transformation and upgrading of China's 
industrial structure to the middle and high end[12]. Wu Yongyi pointed out that the 
development of digital economy has driven the construction of digital infrastructure, improved 
the level of digital technology, accelerated the flow of information elements, optimized the 
allocation efficiency of factor resources, further consolidated the foundation of industrial 
development, and provided impetus for promoting industrial transformation and upgrading 
[13]. Zhao Xisan thinks that the digital economy has broken through the "difficult" problems in 
the process of China's manufacturing transformation and upgrading by breaking the bottleneck 
of innovation chain, improving the quality of manufacturing chain, optimizing the efficiency of 
supply chain and expanding the space of service chain, thus realizing "changing lanes and 
overtaking", speeding up the manufacturing industry to the middle and high end of the global 
value chain, and promoting the transformation and upgrading of manufacturing industrial 
structure. In addition to promoting the level of industrial structure, digital economy also has a 
penetrating effect on industries[14]. Kang Tiexiang calculated the scale of digital economy in, 
using the data of China's input-output table in, and found that the scale of digital economy in 
China has initially formed and continuously penetrated into various industries. And the 
influence of digital economy on various industries is unbalanced, among which the digital 
development of tertiary industry is faster[15]. Luo Hong thinks that the digital economy has 
deep penetration into the primary, secondary and tertiary industries[16]. Liu Shu-chun found 
that this kind of infiltration trend appeared "321" industry reverse infiltration trend[11]. Xie 
Lijuan thinks that this kind of penetration has industrial heterogeneity[17]. 

In the aspect of empirical research, Chen Xiaohui analyzed the influence of digital economy on 
the level of industrial structure by using the panel data of 10 provinces in China in, and found 
that the digital economy has a marginal increasing effect on the level of industrial structure, 
and also found that this marginal increasing effect has regional heterogeneity, that is, the 
promoting effect of the central and western regions is greater than that of the eastern 
regions[18]. Lin Yuhao analyzed the influence of digital economy on industrial structure 
adjustment by using the data of four prefecture-level cities in China, and found that the digital 
economy in different regions has certain agglomeration effect. If a certain region has a high level 
of digital economy development, the digital economy development level in its surrounding 
areas is also high[19]. Li Xiao made use of the panel data of China's provinces in, through the 
model and impulse response model research, found that there is a long-term, continuous and 
positive dynamic interaction between the digital economy and the transformation and 
upgrading of industrial structure, but the interaction between them is not equal; Using the 
system model, it is found that the digital economy and its subsystems have a positive role in 
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promoting the transformation and upgrading of industrial structure, and the driving effect has 
obvious regional differences [20]. 

To sum up, the existing literature proves that the development of digital economy has a 
significant impact on the upgrading of industrial structure, and domestic and foreign scholars 
have done a lot of research on digital economy from both theoretical and empirical aspects. 
Therefore, based on the panel data of 10 provinces in China in, this paper focuses on the 
relationship between the development of digital economy and the upgrading of industrial 
structure by using entropy method. 

3. The Construction of Digital Economy Index and Industrial Structure 
Coefficient. 

3.1. The Construction of Digital Economic Indicators 

With regard to the construction of digital economy development index system, by combing the 
literature, this paper constructs a comprehensive index evaluation system of digital economy 
development from four levels: digital economy infrastructure construction level, digital 
economy industry application level, digital economy industry development level and digital 
economy development innovation level (see table1). 

 

Table 1. Index system of digital economy development level 
Evaluation object  name of index  unit Indicator 

attribute 

Infrastructure level Optical cable line length 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Internet domain name number 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Number of Internet websites 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Number of Internet pages 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Number of Internet broadband access ports 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Industrial application 
level 

Number of mobile phone users 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Number of broadband access users 
Year/kilometer 

forward 
direction  

Industrial 
development level 

Software business revenue 
Annual/100million yuan 

forward 
direction  

Electronic information manufacturing industry 
main business income 

Annual/100million yuan 
forward 
direction  

Information transmission, computer services and 
software industry in urban units employed 
personnel 

Ten thousand people/ 
year 

forward 
direction  

Develop the level of 
innovation 

R&D appropriation expenditure Annual / ten thousand 
yuan 

forward 
direction  

Number of authorized patent applications 
Year / piece 

forward 
direction  

R & D personnel full-time equivalent 
Year / year 

forward 
direction  

3.2. Entropy Value Method 

Entropy method is an objective empowerment method, which can conduct a comprehensive 
evaluation and analysis of multiple indicators, and can accurately and objectively evaluate the 
research objects.Therefore, this paper uses the entropy method to measure the development 
level of digital economy. The specific steps are as follows: 
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(1) Index description: If d represents the year span, n indicates the number of cities, and m 
represents the number of evaluation indicators, Yθijrepresents the j th indicator of city i in the 

first year. 

(2) Standardized treatment of indicators: setXθijas the standardized value ofYθij; 

IfYθijis a positive indicator, the larger the indicator, the better,Xθij =
Yθij

Yθij
max; 

IffYθijis a negative indicator, the smaller the indicator, the better, Xθij =
Yθij

min

Yθij
; 

(3)Entropy value calculation of the index: Pθij =
Xθij

∑ ∑ Xθij
n
i=1

d
θ=1

; Ej = −
1

ln(dn)
∑ ∑ [Pθij

n
i=1

d
θ=1 ∗

ln(Pθij)]; 

(4) Information utility value calculation of the index:Gj = 1 − Ej; 

(5) Weight determination of the indicators:𝑊𝑗 =
𝐺𝑗

∑ 𝐺𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1

; 

(6) Calculate the digital economic development index of each year:𝑍𝑗 = ∑ (𝑊𝑗 ∗
𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑋𝜃𝑖𝑗). 

3.3. Construction of Industrial Structure Coefficient 

Table 2. Development level of digital economy and industrial structure upgrading coefficient 
of all regions in China from 2014 to 2018 

area 
Industrial Structure Upgrading (IR) The Development Level of the Digital Economy(DE) 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Anhui 2.23916  2.27927  2.30526  2.33367  2.43046  0.15783  0.17100  0.17708  0.17143  0.16994  

Beijing 2.77203  2.79043  2.79727  2.80126  2.82727  0.62964  0.64445  0.65765  0.61925  0.61083  

Fujian 2.31222  2.33406  2.34677  2.38523  2.38984  0.24905  0.26860  0.31781  0.34389  0.31249  

Gansu 2.30845  2.35158  2.37748  2.42609  2.43069  0.04215  0.04731  0.04747  0.04707  0.04735  

Guangdong 2.44325  2.46019  2.47439  2.49578  2.50902  0.81088  0.75162  0.76599  0.71567  0.74719  

Guangxi 2.22466  2.23536  2.24296  2.28698  2.35117  0.09248  0.09184  0.09615  0.09468  0.09172  

Guizhou 2.30735  2.29264  2.28996  2.29896  2.36051  0.05281  0.06011  0.06152  0.06368  0.06617  

Hainan 2.28729  2.30180  2.30853  2.34521  2.38398  0.03298  0.03447  0.03269  0.03418  0.04213  

Hebei 2.25537  2.28653  2.30645  2.35013  2.39740  0.17233  0.17243  0.18095  0.17546  0.16874  

Henan 2.25192  2.28824  2.31191  2.34047  2.38600  0.21986  0.24180  0.25217  0.23961  0.24160  

the Heilongjiang  

River 
2.28407  2.33272  2.36686  2.37173  2.25752  

0.10042  0.08845  0.08134  0.07817  0.06751  

Hubei 2.29851  2.31901  2.32733  2.36582  2.41292  0.16782  0.18940  0.18780  0.16934  0.16834  

Hunan 2.30542  2.32621  2.35033  2.40588  2.44749  0.14495  0.15385  0.16436  0.15665  0.15174  

Jilin 2.25129  2.27482  2.32313  2.38511  2.43371  0.07404  0.07288  0.07404  0.07034  0.07475  

Jiangsu 2.41429  2.42928  2.44728  2.45563  2.45913  0.58251  0.56701  0.55475  0.50549  0.47461  

Jiangxi 2.26086  2.28500  2.31680  2.33528  2.39094  0.11447  0.12199  0.12463  0.12606  0.13447  

Liaoning 2.33781  2.37877  2.41778  2.44448  2.44323  0.19920  0.18175  0.17044  0.15547  0.14264  

Inner Mongolia 2.30358  2.31383  2.34751  2.39742  2.39056  0.05248  0.05276  0.05263  0.05275  0.04835  

Ningxia 2.35496  2.36289  2.37775  2.39545  2.41687  0.02208  0.02566  0.02835  0.02994  0.03200  

Qinghai 2.27662  2.32762  2.34213  2.37549  2.40687  0.01628  0.01731  0.01960  0.01680  0.01831  

Shandong 2.35408  2.37393  2.39431  2.41339  2.43848  0.40391  0.36326  0.35549  0.32467  0.31209  

Shanxi 2.38317  2.47044  2.49438  2.47083  2.46385  0.10107  0.09108  0.09335  0.08733  0.09510  

Shaanxi Province 2.28168  2.31875  2.33615  2.34399  2.37868  0.12676  0.13574  0.14866  0.13396  0.13312  

Shanghai 2.64289  2.67319  2.69391  2.68817  2.70648  0.36884  0.34919  0.35169  0.32462  0.29458  

Sichuan 2.26325  2.31446  2.35303  2.38203  2.41933  0.24076  0.25536  0.25681  0.24958  0.24926  

Tianjin 2.48295  2.50890  2.55205  2.57241  2.61192  0.17085  0.15086  0.14308  0.12026  0.14518  

Xinjiang 2.24234  2.27992  2.28029  2.31680  2.37223  0.04479  0.04865  0.04929  0.04447  0.04711  

Yunnan 2.27723  2.30042  2.31836  2.33552  2.41262  0.06645  0.06476  0.07135  0.07065  0.07572  

Zhejiang 2.43421  2.45490  2.46827  2.49583  2.49554  0.49002  0.50038  0.50807  0.46895  0.44902  

Chongqing 2.39344  2.40386  2.40783  2.42667  2.46270  0.15079  0.15634  0.16131  0.14980  0.14566  
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There are many measures of industrial structure upgrading for domestic and foreign 
scholars.The hierarchical coefficient method of industrial structure measures the upgrading 
level of industrial structure by assigning different weights to the three industries and weighted 
summing the proportion of the three industries in GDP. 

This paper selects Xu Deyun (2008) industrial structure index to measure the development 
level of industrial structure [24]. The specific formula is as follows: 

 

IR =∑𝑖 ∗ 𝑦𝑖

3

𝑖=1

= 𝑦1 ∗ 1 + 𝑦2 ∗ 2 + 𝑦3 ∗ 3 

 

Among them, y1, y2, y3represent the proportion of the primary, second and tertiary industries 
in GDP respectively; 1,2 and 3 represent the weight given to the three industries.IR represents 
the industrial structure upgrade coefficient. Its value range is between 1 and 3. If IR=1 or 1 is 
closer, the lower the industrial structure upgrade degree; if IR=3 or 3 is closer, the higher the 
industrial structure upgrade degree is.The calculation results are shown in Table 2. 

4. Spatial Measurement Model Analysis 

4.1. Spatial Correlation Test 

Considering whether to add spatial factors in the ordinary panel model, the key lies in whether 
the development level of digital economy and the upgrading level of industrial structure can 
have spatial autocorrelation.Based on this, this paper will test the spatial autocorrelation 
between the development level of digital economy and the industrial structure upgrading level. 
The calculation formula of Moran's I index is as follows: 

 

I =
∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌)(𝑌𝑗 − 𝑌)𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑆2∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

 

 

In: I is the Moran's I index, S2 =
1

n
∑ (Yi − Y)n
i=1 Y =

1

n
∑ Yi
n
i=1 , Wij The spatial weight matrix 

represents the spatial proximity of n (n=30) regions.The Moran's I index ranges between [1,1]; 
when Moran's I> 0, it indicates a positive spatial autocorrelation between provinces; when 
Moran's I <0, it indicates a negative spatial autocorrelation between provinces. When Moran's 
I=0, there is no spatial correlation between provinces.Moreover, the larger the absolute value 
of the Moran's I index, the higher the spatial correlation of the variables it tested.This paper 
uses the 01 adjacent weight matrix to represent the spatial weight matrix, specifically set as 
follows: 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 0 region i is not adjacent to the region j; 

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 1region i is adjacent to the region j; 

The global Moran's I index of the 2012 2018 was calculated using stata15 software, as shown 
in Table 3.The global Moran's I index of digital economy development level is greater than 0, 
and all passes the spatial correlation test under the 10% significance level; the global Moran's 
I index of industrial structure upgrading level is greater than 0, and all passes the spatial 
correlation test at the 5% significance level.The above tests shows that the development level 
of digital economy and industrial structure upgrading level in 2012 and 2018 have significant 
spatial dependence in the global scope, and both show positive spatial correlation.This shows 
that it is reasonable to consider the spatial effect when constructing the level of digital economy 
development and industrial structure upgrading level model. 
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Table 3. Global Moran's I Index of China's Digital Economy Development level and Industrial 
Structure Upgrading 

time  
Development level of the digital economy  Upgrading of an industrial structure  

Moran’sI value P value Moran’sI value P value 

2012 0.160 0.047 0.214 0.011 

2013 0.124 0.085 0.195 0.018 

2014 0.115 0.098 0.201 0.015 

2015 0.122 0.090 0.178 0.027 

2016 0.128 0.081 0.192 0.021 

2017 0.137 0.071 0.217 0.011 

2018 0.113 0.010 0.223 0.010 

 

Based on the global Moran's I index, the local Moran's I index of the development level of the 
digital economy and industrial structure upgrading level is further calculated, and the local 
Moran's I scatter chart in 2012 and 2018 are used to test the spatial differences of the 
development level of digital economy development level and industrial structure upgrading 
level in different regions.As can be seen from Figure 1 and Figure 2, the development level of 
China's digital economy and the industrial structure upgrading level generally show a trend of 
agglomeration, and are unbalanced in spatial distribution.As can be seen from the local Moran's 
I scatter map, most provinces are located in the first and three quadrants, and generally show 
an agglomeration trend of "high-high" and "low-low". 

 

 
Figure 1. Local Moran's I scatter chart of the industrial structure upgrading level and the 

digital economy development level in 2012 

 

 
Figure 2. Local Moran's I scatter chart of the industrial structure upgrading level and the 

digital economy development level in 2018 
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4.2. Regression Analysis of the Spatial Measurement Model 

4.2.1. Model Specification; Specification of Model 

Through spatial autocorrelation inspection, it is found that there is spatial dependence between 
the development level of digital economy and the upgrading level of industrial structure. 
Therefore, this study empirically analyzes the impact of the development level of digital 
economy on the upgrading level of industrial structure by constructing a spatial panel 
measurement model.According to the different impact modes of spatial terms, the spatial panel 
measurement model can be divided into spatial lag model (Spatial Lag Model, SLM) and spatial 
error model (Spatial Error Model, SEM). The specific formula is as follows: 

 

IR = ρ𝑊𝑅 + 𝛽𝑋 + 𝜀 

IR = βX + ε, ε = λ𝑊𝜀 + 𝜇 

 

IR is the explained variable, X is the external explanatory variable matrix of n k, the variable 
coefficient, the spatial regression coefficient, the spatial error coefficient; W is the spatial 
weight matrix; it is the spatial lag explained variable, which reflects the influence degree and 
direction of the adjacent province, and the random error term following normal distribution. 

SLM and SEM mainly reflect the global spatial correlation. If the OLS is estimated directly on the 
above model, the estimated coefficients will produce bias and invalidation problems (Zhong 
biao 2010), so we often use maximum likelihood (MLE) and two-stage least squares (2SLS) 
(Anselin et al.2008).Blonigen (2007) believes that the MLE method can effectively avoid the 
variable endogeneity problem and estimate the space panel model more effectively, so the MLE 
method is used for this estimation. 

4.2.2. Data Description and Variable Description 

The data selected in this paper are from the provincial statistical data of 30 provinces in China 
in 2012 and 2018, and the original data are from China Economic Network, China Research 
Network, EPS statistical database and the statistical Yearbook of each province.The metering 
software used is of the name stata15. The indexes of the various variables are as follows: 

The digital economy development level Index (de) and the industrial structure upgrading 
coefficient (IR) have been listed above.In order to comprehensively consider the impact of 
various variables on the upgrading level of industrial structure, and minimize the error caused 
by variable omission on the model setting, the following control variables (X) are also included 
in this paper: 

(1) Financial development level (Fina), as expressed by the ratio of loans from financial 
institutions to GDP. Finance is the core of modern economy and an important support for 
industrial upgrading. The development of the financial industry can provide credit support and 
capital guarantee for industrial transformation and upgrading, which is an important factor in 
determining the scale of industrial development. A good financial environment is a necessary 
guarantee for the upgrading of the industrial structure. 

(2) Government intervention (Gov), expressed by the ratio of local fiscal expenditure to GDP. 
Government intervention in economic activities is an important factor affecting regional 
development and an important indicator affecting the upgrading of industrial structure. 

(3) Urbanization level (Ur) is expressed by the ratio of the permanent urban population to the 
total population. Urbanization is a process of transformation from a rural society to a modern 
society. The development of urbanization contributes to the division of labor and 
reorganization of regional industries, and provides power and support for the upgrading of 
industrial institutions. 
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(4) Foreign investment (Fdi), expressed by the ratio of actual foreign investment to GDP. 
Through the introduction of foreign investment, on the one hand, it can increase the regional 
capital stock, on the other hand, it can improve the technical level and promote the exchanges 
and cooperation between industries, which is an important factor affecting the upgrading of 
industrial structure. 

Descriptive statistical analysis of the above index variables is shown in Table 4 below: 

 

Table 4. Descriptive statistical analysis of the main variables 

Variable name variable symbol  N Mean Std.Dev Min Max 

Industrial structure  IR 210 2.370 0.125 2.182 2.827 

Development level of the digital economy De 210 0.196 0.185 0.0146 0.811 

Financial development level Fina 210 1.368 0.428 0.677 2.551 

 Government intervention  Gov 210 0.250 0.103 0.117 0.627 

Urbanization level Ur 210 0.577 0.120 0.364 0.896 

Foreign investment  Fdi 210 0.0202 0.0150 0.000107 0.0796 

4.3. Empirical Results of the Spatial Panel SLM and SEM 

In the process of spatial panel selection, whether the fixed effect or the random effect, relevant 
scholars show that the fixed effect model is a better choice than the random effect 
model.Therefore, all fixed-effect models were used for the panel model analysis.This paper 
establishes the time fixed effect model (tF), space fixed effect model (sF) and double fixed effect 
model (stF) by using the control of different observation values of time and space.Meanwhile, 
the model analysis was performed on SLM and SEM respectively based on these three 
models.See Table 5 for details: 

 

Table 5. The estimation results of the P D M, SLM, and SEM models 

Model PDM 
SLM SEM 

tF sF stF tF sF stF 

Constant 

 

1.892*** 

(71.081) 

      

de 0.108*** 0.174* 0.110*** 0.234** 0.204* 0.145*** 0.235** 

 (4.082) (2.165) (4.229) (2.805) (2.151) (5.338) (2.810) 

fina1 0.135*** 0.005 0.130*** 0.019 0.009 0.116*** 0.018 

 (9.028) (0.309) (8.642) (1.202) (0.508) (7.975) (1.075) 

gov -0.138* 0.331** -0.139* 0.121 0.508*** -0.059 0.129 

 (-2.079) (2.990) (-2.127) (1.029) (4.152) (-0.896) (0.998) 

ur 0.552*** 0.875*** 0.546*** 0.329 1.297*** 0.539*** 0.334 

 (10.294) (6.473) (10.867) (1.931) (9.122) (10.531) (1.935) 

fdi -0.603* -1.370*** -0.025 -0.897*** -1.575*** -0.301 -0.911*** 

 (-2.159) (-5.746) (-0.087) (-3.611) (-6.494) (-1.122) (-3.603) 

ρ  0.366*** -0.184** -0.015    

λ     0.310* 0.144 0.010 

𝑅2 0.719 0.792 0.851 0.733 0.797 0.852 0.735 

 

Empirical result 1: The estimation result of the spatial panel model is better than that of the 
ordinary panel model.From the estimation results of the table, ordinary panel model (PDM) fit 
2 than spatial lag model (SLM) and spatial error model (SEM), and gov and fdi are significant at 
10% confidence level, thus, space panel model has better estimation results, so considering the 
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spatial effect of digital economy development level on industrial structure upgrade is more in 
line with the objective fact. 

Empirical result 2: The estimated structure of SEM model is better than of SLM model.According 
to the Anselin discrimination criterion (Anselin 1988), when selecting the model, the LM lag 
and LM error tests for the spatial panel, and then the robust LM-lag and robust LM-error tests 
if the results are significant.From the test results in Table 6, LM error is more significant than 
LM lag, so the spatial error model SEM is more appropriate. 

 

Table 6. L M and robust LM test results 

Examine LM-lag LM-error robust LM-lag robust LM-error 

Statistical value 8.362 9.523 7.674 8.835 

P value 0.004 0.002 0.006 0.003 

 

Empirical result 3: From the model results, the estimation result of the spatial effect model is 
better than the temporal fixed effect model and the two-fixed effect model. From the 
perspective of 2, the fitting effect of SEM space fixed effect model is better than the other two 
models, and the development level coefficient of digital economy is significant at 1% and 
positive, so it can be seen that digital economy has a significant impact on the upgrading of 
industrial structure. At the same time, the empirical results show that the level of financial 
development and urbanization have a significant positive effect on the upgrading of industrial 
structure. 

5. Conclusions and Suggestions 

Based on the empirical results and theoretical analysis, the following conclusions and the 
following countermeasures and suggestions: 

1) The development level of digital economy show that the development level of digital 
economy is closely related to the level of regional economic development.Eight of the top 10 
provinces in the comprehensive index of digital economy development level are from the 
eastern region, and there is an obvious gap between the development of digital economy in the 
central and western regions and the eastern regions. Therefore, the eastern region should 
continue to deepen the development level construction of digital economy and pay attention to 
the deep development of digital economy. Meanwhile, the central and western regions should 
accelerate the construction of digital economy infrastructure, improve the application degree 
of digital economy and accelerate the development level of regional digital economy. 

2) Spatial correlation shows that the digital economy development and industrial structure 
upgrading has significant spatial dependence, both on the characteristics of agglomeration in 
geographical space, namely the digital economy development level of industrial structure 
upgrading is generally higher, digital economy development level of industrial structure 
upgrading degree is generally low. Therefore, the eastern region with a high level of digital 
economy development should fully summarize the successful experience of digital economy 
development and industrial structure upgrading, give full play to the driving and 
demonstration role, strengthen exchanges and cooperation with surrounding provinces, share 
the results of digital economy construction, and promote the upgrading and transformation of 
regional industrial structure. The central and western regions should actively strengthen the 
exchanges and cooperation with the eastern provinces, draw on and absorb the successful 
experience of the development of the eastern region, promote the development of high-tech 
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industrial clusters, and get out of the dilemma of industrial structure upgrading as soon as 
possible. 

3) The empirical results of the spatial model show that the digital economy has an obvious role 
in promoting the upgrading of industrial structure, which can effectively improve the level of 
industrial development and promote the upgrading of industrial structure. At the same time, 
the level of financial development and urbanization also have a positive effect on the upgrading 
of industrial structure. In the current era, the development of digital economy is promoting 
industrial transformation, and it is promising to upgrade China's industrial structure through 
the development of digital economy. Therefore, in order to promote the upgrading of industrial 
structure, we should first follow the development trend of digital economy, seize the 
development opportunity of digital economy, further integrate the development of digital 
economy into China's modern industrial development system, and promote the transformation 
and upgrading of China's industrial structure as a whole. Secondly, we should promote the 
optimization and upgrading of traditional industries through technological innovation, and 
fundamentally promote the upgrading of industrial structure. At the same time, we should 
increase the support for high-tech industries and strategic emerging industries, and constantly 
improve the construction of digital economy infrastructure. Finally, while constantly 
introducing foreign high-tech industries, we should also pay attention to absorption and 
digestion, make hard efforts in independent innovation, and constantly upgrade the industrial 
structure. 
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